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Abstract
This article explores how vocational teacher education (VTE) students experience professional learning through the use of video analysis, their reflection among peers and their meaning-making of the ‘didactic ability’ concept during the beginning of their education. The empirical data consists of an online survey and semi-structured interviews with five vocational teacher education students. Bernstein’s concept of ‘pedagogic discourse’ and a conceptual framework of recontextualisation in vocational education and training developed by Evans, Guile and Harris guide the research. The findings strongly support observations from previous research that emphasise that the use of video promotes and supports teacher students’ professional growth. The VTE students develop a new understanding of how to organise content and to analytically handle the relationship between theoretical aspects and professional action. The emerging meanings of didactic ability are a new discursive understanding of work-knowledge and the teaching content, as well as a strategic structuring of the content for sense-making, transcending the theory and practice divide through visual artefacts and practical tasks and the ability to use different teaching strategies. Language, actions, content and meanings in terms of workplace codes tend to ‘move’ and to be recontextualised from the school’s pedagogic discourse.
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Introduction

We have worked as lecturers in vocational teacher education (VTE) for over 10 years. In relation to introducing a new course assignment that includes video recording and analysis of a teaching sequence, we became curious regarding the impact video analysis and reflection might have for VTE students’ professional learning. In brief, the assignment instructed the students to construct and video-record an individual presentation that focused on the history of learning and education within their vocational field, as related to important changes and reforms in the 20th-century school system (see more in detail below). The assignment builds on two aims from the programme syllabus. They concern what in Swedish is called knowledge of teaching and learning, instructional skills and planning and evaluation regarding the (vocational) subject, which we here have translated to ‘didactic ability’. As lecturers in the course, we were interested in how the students conceive and make meaning from didactic ability, particularly since this was in the beginning of their education. Besides a personal interest in learning more about the students’ experiences, we also became aware that few research studies have explicitly targeted the use of video analysis for advancing students’ professional learning in VTE.

Over the recent decades, the quality of teachers and teacher education has been a high-stakes issue in the global education policy agenda (Alvunger & Wahlström, 2017; Cochran-Smith & Villegas, 2015; Robertson & Dale, 2015). In the context of vocational education and training (VET) and VTE, there is a strong belief that standardised qualification frameworks and the restructuring of VET systems will decrease unemployment, develop human capital and promote economic growth (Boutsiouki, 2014; Rauner & Maclean, 2008; Wallenborn, 2010). Debates regarding VTE reflect specific notions about teacher professionalism and qualifications for vocational teacher recruitment (Moreno Herrera, 2016), as well as the relationship between school practice and academic research (Alvunger & Adolfsson, 2016; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 2006). VTE models deal with this relationship in different ways. In Germany and Norway, VTE students receive a master’s degree or bachelor’s degree with an integration between vocational disciplinary studies and vocational didactics. The VTE in the U.S. and Denmark consists of teacher training, instruction and methodology ‘on top of’ the required vocational knowledge and experience (Grollmann, 2008). In England and Scotland, a neo-liberal policy discourse that stresses a shorter and more efficient education based on teacher preparation in the classroom, with a focus on instrumental-technical dimensions, has reshaped VTE (Avis, Canning, Fisher, Morgan-Klein & Simmons, 2012).

Teachers must know how students learn and how to teach, to be familiar with the aims and content in the curriculum and to have the knowledge and skills within their particular field or subject (Darling-Hammond, 2008; Papier, 2011). In
terms of VET teachers and VTE students, there are some specific aspects that need to be addressed in terms of didactic ability and professional learning. Köpsén and Andersson (2015) argue that VET teachers can be seen as carriers of a ‘dual professionalism’, meaning they have knowledge and experience from work-life and the community of practice in schools. The knowledge-base differs from teachers in general subjects in terms of the context-bound, action-oriented and experience-based character of vocational knowledge (Kemmis & Green, 2013; Papier, 2011; Wheelahan, 2015) and the connection to vocational identity (Köpsén, 2014). VET teachers and VTE students face a challenge regarding how their knowledge and skills should be transferred because tacit dimensions of knowledge are difficult to make explicit (Alvunger & Adolfsson, 2016). Through their teacher education, the VTE students move into the discourse of the teaching profession. They have to reflect upon how theoretical knowledge underpinning their occupational field as well as practical and contextual elements of workplace knowledge can be framed within teaching situations. It is this didactic reflection and the emerging meanings of didactic ability – reflected in the assignment with the use of video – that will be in focus in this article.

The article explores how VTE students experience professional learning through the use of video analysis, their reflection among peers and their meaning-making of the didactic ability concept during the beginning of their education. What qualities do the students ascribe video analysis for facilitating and supporting their professional learning? How do they look upon the use of video for teaching in their vocational subjects? What notions of didactic ability emerge from the students’ analyses of, and reflections on, the video sequences? Bernstein’s (2000) concept of ‘pedagogic discourse’ and a conceptual framework of recontextualisation in VET developed by Evans, Guile and Harris (2009, 2010) will guide the analysis of the different meanings that emerge.

Previous research on video use in teacher education

The use of videos for forwarding and supporting teacher students’ professional learning and teachers’ professional development (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014; Tripp & Rich, 2012) is an expansive research field. Even if VTE is under-represented in this field, there is much to learn from evidence in previous research. The first observation made from the research is a general recognition that the use of video in teacher education offers ways for teacher students to bridge the gap between theory and practice in terms of applying knowledge acquired at university for analysing and guiding their teaching practice (Barnhart & van Es, 2015; Blomberg, Renkl, Shering, Borko & Seidl, 2013; Charalambous, Philippou & Olympiou, 2018; Gelfuso & Dennis, 2017). The most obvious advantages with video are capturing the multi-layered, diverse context and having the possibility to discuss tacit dimensions, such as good judgment embedded in practice. As Marsh and Mitchell (2014) describe it:
video presents a uniquely effective means of didactic demonstration since it enables the illustration of complex sets of circumstances which may be resistant to verbal representation and which in any event may be more clearly and powerfully demonstrated by ‘real people in real situations’ than they may be by the abstraction of a teacher educator at one remove from the classroom activity. (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014, p. 405)

However, the facilitation through video must be integrated within the rationale and structure of the education and founded on research-based knowledge (Blomberg et al., 2013). Other contextual factors for support are important, and the use of video as such does not exclusively shape students’ professional learning (Gaudin, Flandin, Ria & Chaliès, 2014). This corresponds with studies that underline the importance of VTE assignments being grounded on practical tasks, the significance of a relationship between theory and practice and the possibilities for VTE students to apply various strategies (Sylte & Jahanlu, 2017). Accordingly, teaching based on active student participation promotes motivation and supports the VTE students’ understanding of theoretical concepts (Syverstad & Nymark, 2016).

A second observation from previous research is that the use of video analysis sharpens and directs the teacher students’ attention and sensibility towards how students react and in what ways their teaching practice can be improved (Al-sawaie & Alghazo, 2010; Barnhart & van Es, 2015; Tripp & Rich, 2012). In a comparison between two teacher student cohorts, Barnhart and van Es (2015) found that the cohort of teacher students using video analysis as a basis for professional learning were more inclined to reflect on and question their actions in the classroom than those who had not. Correspondingly, video-based courses seem to make teacher students more aware of how critical examination of their instruction can help improve and make teaching more effective (Stürmer, Könings & Seidel, 2012). Thus, evidence from research suggests that teacher students and teachers develop instructional skills and extend their teaching repertoires. However, this is not the same as saying that teacher students learn in a similar way or follow unilinear learning trajectories (Charalambous et al., 2018). Furthermore, video analysis and discussion does not automatically lead to reflection on action. As Calandra, Gurvitch and Lund (2008) have shown, teacher students must be supported and provided with tools for reflection and discussion; otherwise, there is an apparent risk that students mainly address instructional-technical and trivial aspects of classroom practice (Calandra et al., 2008).

Finally, a third observation we make from previous research is the importance of facilitating and fostering relational and discursive aspects when using video analysis for professional learning. A vital dimension is that teacher students acquire concepts from the world of practice and become a part of the teaching profession’s discourse (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014). Gelfuso and Dennis (2017) argued there is great potential in supporting teacher student learning through video dur-
ing field practice together with the triad model of teacher student, university supervisor and in-service supervisor. In a similar way, professional learning communities for exchanging ideas and reflecting on skills serve as significant arenas for teachers to develop analytical skills and for scaffolding their learning (Borko, Jacobs, Eitelorg & Pittman, 2008; Gaudin et al., 2014). For example, studies on the professional development of VET teachers show that there must be an awareness that contextual and historical factors shape the possibilities for how new methods and tools may be introduced and made an integral part of VET teachers’ everyday practice (Bound, 2011). Visual artefacts like pictures and video help VET teachers visualise and conceptualise implicit and action-based knowledge. These ‘inscription devices’ become vehicles for transferring knowledge between the work context and the school context (Broad, 2016). In a similar way, Nore (2015) argues that e-portfolios become boundary objects in what is referred to as ‘hybrid learning-arenas’. The emergence of hybrid learning-arenas and digital tools as boundary objects – together with the significance of being attentive to contextual conditions – are interesting observations for understanding different aspects of how VTE students experience their professional learning through the use of video analysis, as well as the meanings that VTE students attribute to didactic ability.

Background and case study
VTE in Sweden is part of the higher education system and admittance requires relevant vocational knowledge and experience and special qualifications. The qualifications are validated to match the vocational subjects within the different VET programmes in upper secondary school. Teacher education programmes in Sweden must include one year of full-time study in the ‘educational science core’ (60 ECTS) and half a year of teacher training placement (30 ECTS). Therefore, a VTE degree is 90 ECTS. The educational science core consists of sub-areas, such as development, learning and special education; the school system, history, fundamental values and social conditions; curriculum theory and didactics; assessment and grading; social relations, conflict management and leadership; theory of science and research methodology; and evaluation and development work (Official Report, 2008).

The VTE programme used as a case in this study is organised as part-time studies. Most of the education is distance-based, and the students visit the university for about three days on approximately six occasions per academic year. Each autumn, about 60 students are admitted to the VTE programme. The student cohort is diverse:

- About 20–25% of the teacher students have had no previous teaching experience.
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- There are students who have experienced studies in higher education and those who have not. Thus, students’ attitudes towards studying may differ significantly.
- Students may enrol on a voluntary basis or feel compelled to do so because they need a degree for a permanent position.
- The students will be qualified to teach different vocational subjects and courses due to their various vocational backgrounds, cultures and identities. It creates a dynamic within the relationships and structures of the student groups.

The case for the present study consists of an assignment in the first course of the programme. The assignment is based on the following aims from the programme syllabus, and the student should be able to:

- apply such didactics and subject didactics required for teaching and learning within the subject or the subjects that the education is for and for the exercise of the profession in general;
- independently and together with others, plan, perform, evaluate and develop teaching and education in general to best stimulate each student’s learning and development.

In the course syllabus, the aims are directed towards describing the schooling system in a historical and curriculum theoretical perspective with particular focus on VET. The students should be able to show communicative ability and to reason about different kinds of digital forms of representation in the school. The assignment for examining the students from these aims is designed in two parts, and the second part is this study’s focus. Part one is a written assignment on the different changes within VET as part of the schooling system from approximately 1920 until today. The assignment’s content is course literature, lectures, complementary materials that the students can find (such as books and stories) and an interview with someone who has had extensive experience working within their field and can describe what the education looked like years ago. In part two of the assignment, the VTE students video-record an individual presentation for a maximum of eight minutes that focuses on the historical development of learning and education within their vocational field while relating to important changes in the school system. The students are presented the following scenario:

You are working as a VET teacher in an upper secondary school. During a lesson, a student asks you how it was when you learned your vocation, what the education looked like and how knowledge and skills have developed within your vocation. The other students become curious and ask about who the teacher was and how the teaching and workplace learning parts were shaped. You promise that you will get back to this during the next lesson. (Our translation, authors).
The students are given free hand to design their presentations, which means they can choose the site for their recording and what resources they want to use for the presentation. When the video is complete, it must be uploaded on the learning management system and shared with the other students in the group. The VTE students look at each other’s video-recordings and write a personal reflection based on them. At the end of the semester, the students discuss their reflections and share their experiences during a seminar. The seminar also serves as a preparation for their teacher training placement in the following semester.

Theoretical and analytical framework

Singh, Thomas and Harris (2013) mean that a programme syllabus is a policy document and a pedagogic ‘text’ produced within a certain pedagogic discourse. When a policy document is moved into the pedagogical field of recontextualization, for instance within the context of a university’s VTE programme, it becomes subject to the recontextualising rules and the ‘de-coding’ and ‘re-coding’ process of pedagogic discourse. The recontextualising rules concern the translation and justification of the values of society, power relations, the transmission of knowledge – the ‘how’ of teaching – and the knowledge and skills that are to be (re)produced: the ‘what’ and the content of teaching (Bernstein, 2000). Thus, recontextualisation is a process of ‘meaning-making’ and of recasting concepts that generates new meanings in pedagogic practice on different levels, from elaborated policy codes to codes of classroom conversations (Bernstein, 2000; cf. Singh et al., 2013).

The pedagogic discourse of VTE/VET is complex because it includes different practices, logics and codes from separate fields. Based on Bernstein’s recontextualising rules (2000), Evans et al. (2009, 2010) have developed a conceptual framework – ‘putting knowledge to work’ – for the study of vocational and professional educations (Evans et al., 2009, 2010). They identify four types of recontextualisation in education, and their internal relationship is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 1. ‘Putting Knowledge to Work’, based on Evans et al., 2010, p. 247.

‘Content recontextualisation’ refers to the selection of codified disciplinary knowledge and work knowledge and how it is framed in the programme design environment through the curriculum (Evans et al., 2009, 2010). In this respect, pedagogic discourse is de-coded and re-coded in a pedagogic text – e.g. a course syllabus. The transformation of content into teaching and learning activities is a process of de-coding and re-coding referred to as ‘pedagogic recontextualisation’. As Evans et al. (2009, 2010) argue, pedagogic recontextualisation encompasses the organisation, sequencing and structuring of the curriculum into teaching, learning and assessment activities. According to this, discourses from the workplace context and codes also influence the pedagogic discourse within a programme environment, creating ‘workplace recontextualisation’. For instance, didactic ability might be understood and interpreted quite differently than in the school context because the workplace is operated by a logic that is about vocational socialisation and acquiring a vocational/professional identity.

VTE students enter the education programme with prior knowledge and experience from previous studies and/or work. In the first case, knowledge is acquired through studies in vocational subjects or disciplinary subjects, e.g. medicine, pedagogy, technology. In the latter case, the VTE students have years of experience from working within their particular occupation. Both of these aspects are important for the students’ agency as learners. The process where learners make meaning out of their education in terms of the different recontextualisation processes is what Evans et al. (2009, 2010) refer to as ‘learner recontextualisation’. This is the forming of a vocational teacher identity.
Bernstein (2000) argues that pedagogical identity is based on a collective foundation formed by the knowledge content and the distribution of knowledge in a certain education. This corresponds to learner recontextualisation in the sense that the learner is an agent in the creation of pedagogic text and a (re)producer of pedagogic discourse, and this process shapes a sense of belonging, self-understanding and recognition. We are interested in how the VTE students’ previous knowledge and experiences influence the teaching content’s transformation and the didactic ability notions that emerge in their analysis and reflection on the video sequence. The interplay between the different types of recontextualisation is of course important. For our study, the analysis of the use of video for professional learning and meaning-making for didactic ability will focus on learner recontextualisation.

Research design, methods and empirical data
The so-called theory-based evaluation, which offers methodological and analytical tools for integrating change-theory and process-analysis, inspired this study (Sundberg, 2017; Wahlström & Sundberg, 2015). While the aim in traditional evaluations is to control results, to check or to study cause and effect, theory-based evaluation aims to provide analytical models for change-oriented analyses that go beyond conventional product-related evaluations. By using the theoretical concept of ‘recontextualisation’ presented above, this study explores the questions of ‘how’ and ‘why’ certain results and processes occur (Sundberg, 2017; Wahlström & Sundberg, 2015).

A theory-based evaluation may encompass various evaluation methods, and the present study has chosen a mixed-method design. Through a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, complementary types of data could be sampled (Creswell, 2010; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007), which provided rich material for analysing how the VTE students experienced the assignment and how they make meaning of didactic ability. In line with this design, the empirical data was collected and analysed in two steps.

In the first step, the students were asked specific questions concerning the assignment ‘My vocational education in a historical perspective – part 2’ as part of a regular online survey at the end of the course. The survey was distributed to 53 students, and the response rate was 60%. The students were asked to evaluate the extent to which the assignment had relevance regarding ‘the development of your didactic ability’ along the following scale: ‘to a very large extent’, ‘to a pretty large extent’, ‘to a small extent’, ‘not at all’. In addition to the questions, the students could describe in free text how they experienced the assignment (voluntary). To provide a deeper understanding of how the students regarded the importance of video analysis for their professional learning and of the didactic ability notions that emerged from the students’ recontextualisation of the assign-
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The second step was sampling qualitative data through semi-structured interviews with five students. The questions were open and concerned how the students would reason about didactic ability, for instance ‘In what ways did your didactic ability develop through the assignment?’ Other questions were: ‘How do you experience the use of video analysis for developing teaching and supporting your professional learning?’; ‘In what ways did the presentation and video-recording shape your understanding of the content that was presented?’; ‘How did you produce a recording that your fellow students and the university teachers would watch?’; ‘What did you learn from watching and reflecting on your peers’ video-recordings?’; ‘What significance do you ascribe the seminar at the end of the semester?’ Follow-up questions were asked during the interview for clarifications. The qualitative data from the interviews added important information for understanding how the students looked upon the use of video for teaching their vocational subjects.

Because of the student group’s heterogeneous character, different students were selected to balance between male (3) and female (2) students and between students with previous teaching experience (3) and those who had none (2). Due to geographical reasons, the interviews were made by phone, and the students were given the interview questions in advance. Each interview lasted approximately an hour and was recorded for transcription purposes. Notes were also taken during the interviews to mark particular observations relating to how students made meaning of didactic ability in the use and analysis of their video recordings. This was helpful in the transcription process and for analysing data.

Findings

In the survey, 75% of the students claimed the assignment had helped them develop their didactic ability ‘to a very large extent/fairly large extent’, while about 20% answered ‘to a small extent’. This indicates that the analysis of, and reflection upon, the video sequence, together with the peer discussions, had an impact on the students in terms of advancing and scaffolding their learning and professional growth. There were also some technical issues, such as the challenge to record their presentation and to publish it on the learning management platform. The interviews gave a deeper understanding of how the students experienced the use of video, what aspects they believed had helped them to develop their professional learning and the meanings attributed to didactic ability.

Making meaning of teaching and didactic ability

An aspect shared by the students was that their understanding of vocational education and training history – including their own personal history of learning the vocation – changed when they had to transform their previous knowledge and experience together with the content into a teaching sequence. The content
had to be comprehensible for the VET students, and this challenged the VTE students to approach the content in the course literature from a personal point of view when they had to gather information from, for instance, interviews with older workers or work descriptions and relate it to central educational reforms. This suggests that knowledge rooted in workplace codes were reshaped according to the pedagogic discourse of schooling. They also had to ‘translate’ vocational concepts to fit the specific teaching context. This made them reflect on the significance of a ‘vocational language’ as part of the VET teacher’s didactic ability. A VTE student specialised in the Business and Administration programme described this in the following way:

I think it is important to use a vocational terminology and words, so the students learn how to talk with their teacher and vice versa, for me to be able to talk to the students. You have a certain language when you work, you know. Then you cannot use it with the customers while you are working, but an internal language is good to have [...] and that the students actually know what the words mean. (Student interview 3)

An important aspect in the quote is the emphasis that VET students must be granted access to a knowledge base via the vocation’s specific language. The example shows that notion that vocational knowledge and workplace code must be configured within school discourse underpins the conception of didactic ability in the pedagogic discourse emerging from the ability for the VTE students’ is helping VET students’ descriptions. Thus, an essential aspect of didactic ability is helping the VET students make sense of concepts and ‘codes’ from the world of work as a process of socialisation in the vocation.

A related aspect to the communication of vocational knowledge is in what ways the content is presented. During several occasions in the interviews, the VTE students mentioned how they had to reflect on and critically examine their own performance in terms of disposition, gestures, the sound of their voice and how they positioned themselves in the classroom or at the recording site. One of the meanings of didactic ability that we identify in the analysis is that it includes knowledge and skills to structure the content and to help the students make sense of the content through a logical and coherent order. The VTE students argue that preparations are crucial: ‘You prepare a lot, you understand the significance of making the right arrangements, that you must be well prepared’ (Student interview 1). This notion of preparedness is particularly evident in the answers from VTE students who lacked teaching experience, while those students who work as teachers indicate that watching different teaching sequences made them aware of different teaching strategies to use. The VTE students without prior teaching experience also generally pointed at how the video analysis helped prepare them for their teacher training placement, or as a student explained in the following quote:
Since I came here, to the vocational teacher education, I can understand, because it is a lot of such technology that is used at the adult education centre [where the student was doing his/her teacher training placement] and you get like an insight in how you are working, especially for us who haven’t worked and currently don’t work as teachers. It gives quite a, yes, what should I say, a kind of revelation that you can use it [digital media] in such a way. (Student interview 4)

The quote above reflects the notion that the use of digital media is a sign of being ‘modern’, and a progressive teacher knows how to renew and reshape teaching. In this respect, it is possible to identify a pedagogic discourse with an understanding of didactic ability as mastering repertoires for teaching or being able to use a ‘toolbox’ of strategies and methods. This includes creating representations of content through other formats that might be easier for the VET students to comprehend. For instance, the VTE students consider pictures and videos as suitable formats for the students in upper secondary school, particularly when it concerns dealing with the context-bound, action-oriented and experience-based character of vocational knowledge: ‘It becomes much easier, I think. Later when you did it [the presentation] with a lot of images, with PowerPoint, then it becomes really clear and comprehensible and you try to keep it that way’ (Student interview 1). In this respect, the use of video contributed to help the VTE students identify different strategies for widening their teaching repertoires.

Related to the idea of mastering various strategies for teaching as an embedded quality of didactic ability is the notion that the use of video and images provide the VET teacher with a kind of language that makes it possible to transcend the theory and practice dichotomy. The use of video for teaching in their vocational subjects is particularly important because it offers a new kind of interactivity and ways for VET students to engage in the (re)production and meaning-making of vocational subject-matter. To be able to show and explain concepts and procedures from a holistic point of view is a substantial element that appears in the pedagogic discourse of the VTE students.

Through recordings of teaching vocational subjects in workplace environments, the teacher is able to use both gestures and pictures. The VTE students claim that it is easier to explain, even what they regard to be a fairly complicated and perhaps uninteresting topic, such as the history of learning in their vocation. One of the interviewed VTE students working as a teacher stated his VET students had enjoyed his presentation about the history of vocational learning; therefore, he had kept working with the theme: ‘Since I never had this input myself when I went to upper secondary school, I have chosen to continue developing this [the presentation]’ (Student interview 2). Another VTE student had recorded himself in a practical teaching situation to specifically look at how he could improve his teaching. The use of video has not only helped teachers focus on aspects that can be used for guiding teaching practice but has also inspired them to present a similar task when teaching or examining the VET students:
I will be able to use this by asking a student, like: ‘You will have to go to the process equipment room and describe how you calibrate a pressure transmitter, and a friend will film you. And then you send it in next Friday’. That could be a regular assignment, instead of giving them a written exam. (Student interview 2)

In conclusion, the VTE students’ reflections are centred around a number of interlinked themes, such as creating a new discursive understanding of work-knowledge and the teaching content, performing a strategic structuring of the content for sense-making, transcending the theory and practice divide through visual artefacts and practical tasks and forging the ability to use different teaching strategies.

Trying to see through the VET students’ eyes

Many of the aspects concerning how VTE students reflect on the assignment and thus make meaning out of didactic ability can be related to how the use of video made them think about their performance. According to the students, the discussions in the seminar were focused around how the video sequence triggered thoughts about gestures, how they positioned themselves in front of the camera and how easy it was to hear what they were saying. The possibility to observe oneself led to a new experience and awareness of how it might be for the VET students:

Well, you become aware of, what shall I say…To see and to hear yourself is like, eh, it isn’t really exactly the same as what you think. You become aware of your flaws. (Student interview 4)

The VTE students also argued that the video recordings of their peers served as a source of inspiration; by viewing the recordings, it became clear there were many different yet ‘right’ ways of presenting the content. The diversity and many different perspectives on the vocational learning history from their fellow students proved fascinating. In this respect, the seminar served as an arena for the exchange of experiences among the students. An important note, however, is that the students generally did not mention the seminar as a source for profound reflection on action, but rather focused on performance and gestures as dimensions of classroom practice.

A shared point among the VTE students was that the video recording helped them to see themselves from an outside perspective. By critically examining their teaching sequence, they got an understanding of the qualitative aspects of their interactions with the VET students, particularly how the students seemed to respond to the presented content:

Just the thing that you can look at yourself, from an outside perspective. Usually, you never really do that. It’s really awful at first, when you see what you do, how you move and all that. You can also see the first graders, the students who participated, and how they understand what you are saying. (Student interview 1)
By taking the perspective of a listener, the VTE students reflected on how explicit and articulated they were and that they sometimes took for granted that every student was following what was being addressed. It stands clear that video analysis helps to not only examine the teaching performance but also to notice that VET students might not follow and grasp the lesson content:

I talk very fast, I do. I tend to expect that people will understand what I’m talking about, without having introduced them enough. That they should be expected to know what I’m thinking, you know. Now, I present in a much calmer way, more clearly, structured perhaps. (Student interview 4)

Besides the inclination to talk fast, the VTE student had realised the importance of being attentive to what the students know and their prior experiences before moving on to a new topic or theme. This, she believed, would improve teaching, help her to recast the content and make it tangible for the students.

The VTE students experienced challenges with video-recording and with uploading the movie on the learning management system. This made them feel uneasy. Some of them were a bit scared of how to record a teaching sequence for the first time, or as one answered in the interview: ‘When I saw it [the assignment], my first thought was, oh no, I will never make this. I will never be able to work with digital media in such a way. But it wasn’t that hard’ (Student interview 1). To share and show the video-presentation in front of peers was generally not regarded as a problem. One of the VTE students thought the fellow students were probably ‘just as nervous as I am’, and in the interviews, the VTE students underlined that their peers were extremely important. The student group provided a supportive arena, not only for addressing technical problems but also for raising questions on teaching, how they should think regarding the structure and how the content on the history of vocational learning could be framed to engage the VET students.

Discussion

The VTE students’ professional learning through the use of video

This study’s findings strongly support observations from previous research regarding the use of video for forwarding and supporting teacher students’ professional learning. For instance, the VTE students stated they develop a new understanding of how to organise content; they generate new meanings in recontextualising content for pedagogic practice (Bernstein, 2000), where video becomes a means to analytically handle the relationship between theoretical aspects and professional action (Barnhart & van Es, 2015; Charalambous et al., 2018). Above
all, the application of video and the construction of a lesson sequence are practical activities that are conducive for teacher student learning (Sylte & Jahanlu, 2017; Syverstad & Nymark, 2016).

One of the apparent qualities the VTE students ascribe to the use of video analysis for teaching practice development is the possibility to focus on and to critically and systematically examine their performance and actions over and over again. The video recording helps draw attention towards the complexity of teaching situations and allows the VTE students to address and articulate tacit dimensions (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014). Tripp and Rich (2012) claim teachers who use video as part of professional development appreciate the possibilities to capture the progression in their learning, and they develop a readiness to change practice. Similar views could be observed in the answers from the VTE students. Furthermore, reflecting on the video sequence triggered thoughts about the interactions with students and how articulation, gestures and non-verbal communication could impede or promote VET student learning. The VTE students experienced a higher degree of attention towards how the VET students responded and how they themselves could improve teaching (Barnhart & van Es, 2015; Stürmer et al., 2012). For example, the VTE students learned to be more attentive to the VET students’ prior knowledge and experiences regarding the teaching content.

A related point to the notion of teaching improvement was that the VTE students expressed an increased awareness of different teaching strategies and that the student group served as an important arena for exchanging ideas and supporting their learning (Borko et al., 2008; Gaudin et al., 2014). In this case, the study also revealed some minor variations between the VTE students without previous teacher experience and the ones who worked as teachers. The former to a greater extent focused on video analysis as a good preparation for the period of teacher training placement, while the latter were more inclined to sources of inspiration. Even though there was a general agreement on the affordances of video, the noted difference underlines the importance of being aware of the individual learning trajectories of teacher students (Charalambous et al., 2018). However, the results regarding how the VTE students experienced the seminar (where they discussed their video analyses) show that practical and performative aspects were placed in the foreground; however, the reflections on action seemed to be somewhat superficial and shallow. This suggests the students were not equipped with strategies and tools for engaging in a deeper discussion and reflection on actions and practice (Calandra et al., 2008).

The analysis adds important insights on how the VTE students conceive the use of video for teaching vocational subjects and for promoting VET student learning. Video helped them reflect on vocational concepts as aspects of VET students’ socialisation in vocational culture and identity. As has been discussed above, we could observe an appreciation of video for visualising tacit dimensions of action-based knowledge. Thus, we arrive at a similar conclusion to Broad...
Exploring recontextualisation of didactic ability

(2016) and Nore (2015) regarding how the VTE students in our study described the importance of images and videos for visualising and transferring knowledge from the workplace context to the school context. The VTE students also believed that by using digital tools and other forms of media and representations in the VET students’ ‘digital world’, it will be possible to encourage student activity and dialogue.

Learner recontextualisation of didactic ability

This article identifies a number of notions concerning how VTE students make meaning of didactic ability from the students’ analyses of, and their reflections on, the video sequences. The following figure illustrates the notions of didactic ability in learner recontextualisation (Evans et al., 2009, 2010):

![Figure 2. Emerging meanings of didactic ability in the VTE students’ learner recontextualisation.](image)

At first glance, the general aspects are closely linked to the organisation of teaching, the communicative repertoires in the classroom context and the didactic triad of teacher, student and content. When the VTE students engaged in what Evans et al. (2009, 2010) refer to as ‘pedagogic recontextualisation’, they had to reflect on how they should select and recast the historical content and how to structure and plan the teaching. Afterwards, they realised the importance of the performance and of communicating through voice and body-language. The meanings
that emerged in the pedagogic discourse are focused around the teacher as a central actor in the classroom when it concerns the ‘how’ and the transmission of content for the VET students’ acquisition of knowledge and the control over norms, values and mechanisms of identity-formation in the production of pedagogic discourse (Morais, 2002). It is also possible to identify the ability to master various repertoires for teaching or to use a ‘toolbox’ of strategies and methods – such as digital tools – as parts of pedagogic discourse. This instrumental-technical dimension is linked to meanings that emphasise values of innovative, modern and interactive teaching.

VET teachers have vocational knowledge and experience acquired through education and work. They are members of the professional community of teachers but generally keep a strong sense of a vocational identity and a belonging to a particular vocational culture (Köpsén, 2014; Köpsén & Andersson, 2015). The importance of vocational culture and identity, the workplace context and a specific knowledge base serves as a significant element in the VTE students’ pedagogic discourse. Thus, a vocational discourse of vocational knowledge and workplace codes influences this culture and identity. By using the vocation’s language and by working with sense-making of workplace concepts and codes, the VET students are given access to theoretical meaning systems of vocational knowledge (Wheelahan, 2015). Here, it is interesting to notice how language, actions, content, terminology and meanings in terms of workplace codes – inherent in the previous knowledge and experiences of the VTE students – tend to ‘move’ and be recontextualised from the school’s pedagogic discourse.

This once again points at the significance of practical elements paired with critical reflection in VTE assignments (Sylte & Jahanlu, 2017; Syverstad & Nymark, 2016). Since video recordings can be shared, they provide possibilities for didactic reflection not only among teacher students but university teachers and in-service supervisors (Gelfuso & Dennis, 2017). Universities can learn from research on introducing video-based assignments (Blomberg et al., 2013), and the analysis of how VTE students make meaning of didactic ability shows the potential to open a process-oriented and holistic perspective on the development of VTE through theory-based evaluation. This allows for dealing with the complexity of VTE in a structured and pro-active way, particularly in terms of the different ‘codes’ that operate within the pedagogic discourse and emerge in learner recontextualisation. By identifying, visualising and discussing these codes through the use of video analysis and systematic reflection, we can find new ways of supporting and promoting VTE students’ professional learning.
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